
In-class survey: Planning (Session 5, Week 3) 

 

My name: 

 

Travel medicine:  not yet started   appointment set  shots done & 

prescriptions in hand 
 

Visa status:   not yet started   in process:   done   

       I sent my passport 
 

Ticket status:   not yet started   in process:   done:   

       I have a reservation confirmed ticket 
 

Lodging status:   I know where I am staying   

 I expect to know where I am staying soon 

 I need GlobalHealth Lab/Action Learning team’s help with the 

following open question on lodging: 

 

 

 

 

 

For my “Sloan portfolio” I plan to work with my teammate 

on 

 Photo journal of 12 photographs, with extensive captions (150 words each), meeting 

technical criteria (e.g. for dpi) and permission to share from subjects 

  we have a decent still camera  we need a still camera 

  we need a mini tripod 

  we have access to basic photo editing software 

 Video that presents the need, the project, the solution, the host, and the setting  

  we have a decent video camera (image stabilization; good microphone) 

  we need a video camera 

  we need an MP3 recorder 

  we need a mini tripod 

  we need access to video editing software 

 I originally said photo journal, but would consider video  

 Blog journal of 5-7 posts that tell a story of your WORK over the course of your project 

(each blog post needs a photo and will be subject to editing feedback prior to submission) 

 Standalone management module that develops something you did into a useful 

downloadable suitable for others to use (e.g., a how to guide; or a checklist with detailed 

explanations) 

 I originally said blog journal, but would consider the management module  

 Initial draft of a case 

 I originally said blog journal, but would consider the case  
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